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Abstract The last decade has seen a substantial increase in research focused on the identification of
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blood-based biomarkers that have utility in Alzheimer’s disease (AD). Blood-based biomarkers
have significant advantages of being time- and cost-efficient as well as reduced invasiveness and
increased patient acceptance. Despite these advantages and increased research efforts, the field has
been hampered by lack of reproducibility and an unclear path for moving basic discovery toward clin-
ical utilization. Here we reviewed the recent literature on blood-based biomarkers in AD to provide a
current state of the art. In addition, a collaborative model is proposed that leverages academic and
industry strengths to facilitate the field in moving past discovery only work and toward clinical
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use. Key resources are provided. This new public-private partnership model is intended to circumvent
the traditional handoff model and provide a clear and useful paradigm for the advancement of
biomarker science in AD and other neurodegenerative diseases.
� 2016 the Alzheimer’s Association. Published by Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Current state of the science

There has been a significant amount of research focused
on the identification of blood-based biomarkers that have
utility in Alzheimer’s disease (AD) or other neurologic dis-
orders [1–4]. Blood-based biomarkers have important ad-
vantages of being cost- and time-effective, compared with
the collection of cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) or neuroimaging,
while simultaneously being feasible at the population level
[4,5]. Therefore, blood-based biomarkers can serve as the
first step in a multistage process [2,5,6] similar to the
procedures used in other disease states (e.g., cancer,
cardiovascular disease, and infectious disease). Given the
insidious nature of AD, this multistep approach can aid in
the detection of disease as early as possible.
Acknowledging that peripheral biomarkers (blood or
otherwise) of brain disorders are more difficult to identify
and lockdown, there are many potential contexts of use
(COUs) for blood-based AD biomarkers, including, but
not limited to, primary care screening, diagnostics, predic-
tive risk (i.e., risk for incident AD, risk for progression
from mild cognitive impairment [MCI] to AD), disease
monitoring, stratification into clinical trials, and pharmaco-
dynamic or treatment response monitoring (positive or
adverse). Multiple international working groups have pro-
vided overviews of the landscape, potential uses, and chal-
lenges for blood-based AD biomarkers [1,2,7]. Because
those reviews/perspectives were published, there has been
significant movement in the field, including a recent
special issue of Alzheimer’s & Dementia: Diagnosis,
Assessment & Disease Monitoring focused specifically on
advances in blood-based biomarkers of AD [3]. Here, we
discuss additional recent advances in the field.

1.1. Methodological considerations

One key advancement produced by the international pro-
fessional interest area on blood-based biomarkers was the
generation of the first-ever guidelines for preanalytic pro-
cessing of specimens [8]. This initial effort was the result
of a tremendous work spanning industry and academic in-
vestigators from across the globe. It provided a basic set of
preanalytic processing variables to be followed (and refined)
and a minimum set of information that should be provided
within publications to allow for appropriately designed
cross-validation efforts. More recently, this workgroup pub-
lished data comparing biomarkers from the same blood draw
(person, date, and time) across assay platforms and blood
fraction (serum and plasma) [9]. Results indicated that indi-
vidual markers, although often statistically significantly
correlated, may share minimal variance across the platform
or tissue indicating that direct comparisons are regularly not
possible. Differences in the concentration for specific analy-
tes on different technological platforms can be because of a
number of things including (1) calibrators, (2) neat biolog-
ical samples or different dilutions may not have the same
immunoreactivity with the antibodies included, (3) differ-
ences in antibodies, and (4) differences in overall sensitivity
and reliability of the instrument. In addition, the use of
different assay design can impact findings [10]. Together,
this work clearly demonstrated methodological factors that
must be considered when comparing across studies, cohorts,
and biorepositories. Andreasson et al. [11] provided an up-
date and overview of ultrasensitive technologies to measure
AD-related biomarkers in blood and CSF. Although still
early in the process, these novel assay technologies have
the capacity to detect very low levels of markers that may
be of significant advantage when seeking to move from
research grade to “pharmaceutical-grade” kits in future at-
tempts to take research use only methods toward laboratory
developed tests (LDTs) and in vitro diagnostics (IVDs)
[12,13]. As evident from the continued progress of the
Global Biomarkers Standardization Consortium of CSF
biomarkers, the blood-based biomarker field will need to
address additional methodological barriers to produce clini-
cally useful and applicable biomarkers.
1.2. Blood biomarkers of AD risk

An important potential COU for blood-based AD
biomarker science is the identification of individuals at
greatest risk, which can take several forms: (1) risk of inci-
dent cognitive impairment and AD, (2) risk of progressing
from MCI to AD, and (3) risk for rapid progression within
AD. Biomarkers related to these specific COUs have tremen-
dous potential for clinical intervention trials aimed at pre-
venting AD, halting progression from MCI, and slowing
progression among patients with manifest AD. Enrichment
of these specific subjects into trials has the benefit of
reducing the diluting effect of enrolling those subjects not
likely to progress. Indeed, an important potential of AD
blood biomarkers could be to increase the likelihood of sub-
jects being positive on more expensive (e.g., positron emis-
sion tomography [PET] imaging) or invasive (lumbar
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puncture for CSF sampling) biomarkers used later to deter-
mine trial eligibility.

A substantial amount of work has been conducted exam-
ining blood-based markers within the COU of predicting
progression of AD [14], conversion from MCI to AD [15],
and risk for future AD [16]. Mapstone et al. [17] recently
examined plasma lipidomic and metabolomic markers
from 525 community-dwelling older adults in an effort to
identify a signature of risk for incident amnestic mild cogni-
tive impairment (aMCI)/AD. The authors identified a signa-
ture of 10 metabolites that yielded approximately 80%
accuracy in discriminating control subjects from MCI/AD
and 90% or greater accuracy in detecting those normal con-
trol subjects who converted to aMCI/AD over time. Howev-
er, cross-validation attempts have been unsuccessful.
Casanova et al. [18] examined these same 10 metabolites
in the Baltimore Longitudinal Study of Aging and the
Age, Gene/Environment Susceptibility-Reykjavik Study. In
that work, these metabolites yielded an area under the curve
(AUC)5 0.64 (Baltimore Longitudinal Study of Aging) and
an AUC 5 0.40 (Age, Gene/Environment Susceptibility-
Reykjavik Study) in these independent cohorts. In addition,
examining data from the Atherosclerosis Risk in Commu-
nities study, Li et al. [19] were unable to cross-validate the
cross-sectional discrimination capacity of the 10 metabolites
in discriminating normal control subjects from MCI/AD.
This work and cross-validation attempts is important to pro-
pel the field forward. Hye et al. [20] analyzed plasma prote-
omics from 452 cognitively normal elders, 169 MCI
nonconverters, 51 MCI converters, and 476 AD cases from
across three independent cohorts, AddNeuromed, Kings
Health Partners-Dementia Case Register, and Genetics AD
Association. A set of 10 proteins predicted progression
fromMCI to AD (average time of conversion approximately
1 year) (AUC 5 0.78).

There has also recently been a surge in research devoted
toward the potential utility of exosomemarkers in predicting
and detecting AD and other neurodegenerative diseases [21–
23]. Recently, Winston et al. [24] examined the utility of
neuronally derived exosomes (NDEs) in predicting conver-
sion from MCI to dementia. Alterations in plasma NDE
levels of P-tau, Ab1–42, neurogranin, and repressor element
1-silencing transcription factor were found among AD and
MCI cases that converted to AD within 36 months compared
with stable MCI cases and normal control subjects. In addi-
tion, when injected into the right hippocampus of wild-type
(C57/BL6) mice, the NDEs from MCI cases that converted
to AD caused increased P-tau when compared with NDEs
from normal control subjects and stable MCI cases. This
work significantly advances the utility of exosome bio-
markers in AD and, critically, back-translates these findings
into animal models for additional study, which is rarely
done. A significant amount of work remains to standardize
methods to effectively understand and work with exosome
biomarkers; however, strong signals have been identified
and confirm the need for this effort.
An example of a blood-based biomarker that has received
a great deal of attention for predicting future risk is plasma
clusterin (aka apolipoprotein J [ApoJ]). Weinstein et al.
[25] examine plasma clusterin from 1532 nondemented sub-
jects of the Framingham StudyOffspring cohort to determine
whether this putative biomarker could predict incident de-
mentia and stroke. Among older adults (age . 80 years),
plasma clusterin was associated with increased risk for de-
mentia; however, plasma clusterin was related to a reduced
risk of dementia (age 60–69 years) and stroke
(age , 80 years) among younger participants. These results
suggest the importance of considering age when interpreting
the predictive utility of this putative biomarker.

Although still early in development, the previously
described studies provide sufficient evidence for ongoing
research investigating the potential use of blood-based bio-
markers when considering the specific COU of predicting
future risk. However, a great deal of additional work is
required including, but not limited to, independent cross-
validation, rigorous standardization of methods, and assay
technologies, and prospective studies designed to explicitly
test the COU (with direct application of specific cut scores).
This COU may, in fact, be the “Holy Grail” of AD bio-
markers, and blood-based biomarkers provide an optimal
first step in a multistage approach to addressing this COU.
It is also possible that blood-based biomarkers may serve
as the first line in a multistage approach where the
biomarker-specific COU is to rule out those least likely to
progress, thereby screening out those who are not in need
of more costly and invasive procedures, not only in clinical
trial contexts but also in general medical practice. If this is
the most valuable COU and market strategy, the design of
the studies should be appropriately tailored.
1.3. Biomarkers of AD diagnosis

The most studied potential COUs for blood-based bio-
markers in AD are diagnostic biomarkers. Some of this
work seeks to identify screening tools for primary care
clinics as part of a multistage approach [5], whereas others
seek to identify diagnostic tools [26,27].

One biomarker investigated in this potential COU is
plasma total tau (T-tau) concentration. One study suggested
that plasma tau was higher in the dementia stage of AD but
the data were less clear in the MCI stage of the disease
[28]. The Mayo Clinic Study of Aging recently reported
that higher levels of plasma tau were cross-sectionally
associated with worse memory performance and lower
cortical thickness in an AD-signature region among nonde-
mented individuals [29]. However, in analyses comparing
eight groups defined by cognitive status and amyloid and
neurodegeneration imaging markers there was high overlap
between groups, suggesting that plasma tau may not be a
good diagnostic AD biomarker. Unfortunately, there is no
clear correlation between plasma and CSF T-tau concentra-
tions [30], and this low correlation between CSF and blood
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biomarkers is quite common. In fact, different isoforms are
present for almost every protein, in addition to the fact that
the assay design can have an impact on the equilibrium
between bound and free analyte in the sample. Another
biomarker receiving a significant amount of attention in
this COU is neurofilament light (NF-L). In contrast to
tau, there is an excellent correlation between CSF and
plasma concentrations of NF-L [31]. CSF NF-L concentra-
tion is increased in both dementia and MCI stages of AD
[28]. In addition, these findings were recently replicated
on serum and plasma samples [32].

Gupta et al. [33] examined baseline and 18-month
follow-up plasma ApoJ (aka clusterin) concentrations in
the Australian Imaging, Biomarkers & Lifestyle Study of
Ageing (AIBL) cohort. The authors found that ApoJ levels
were significantly higher among MCI and AD cases at both
time points and were also correlated with standardized up-
take value ratio of PETamyloid levels and hippocampal vol-
ume. Recently, specific glycosylated forms of ApoJ have
been found to be more robust markers within this group. Na-
gele et al. have conducted a series of studies examining the
potential utility of autoantibodies in detecting AD and other
neurodegenerative diseases [34,35]. Recently from this
laboratory, DeMarshall et al. [36] examined serum
autoantibodies from 236 participants (50 MCI with low
CSF Ab42 levels, 25 early stage Parkinson’s disease [PD],
25 mild-to-moderate PD, 50 mild-moderate AD, 25 multiple
sclerosis, 11 breast cancer, and 50 control subjects). The top
50 differentially expressed autoantibodies were used for the
classification analyses. The authors found greater than 95%
(96%–100%) sensitivity and specificity for discriminating
MCI from all other diagnostic categories within this cross-
sectional cohort. Using the top 10 markers, excellent
accuracy was retained for discriminating MCI from all cate-
gories. Savica et al. [37] recently analyzed plasma sphingoli-
pid changes among autopsy-confirmed AD, Lewy body
dementia (DLB), and control subjects. The authors found sig-
nificant plasma ceramide alterations and monohexosylcera-
mide alterations between dementia cases (AD and DLB)
and control subjects suggesting that these biomarkers may
have utility in identifying possible AD and/or DLB pathol-
ogy. O’Bryant et al. [38] cross-validated a serum-based algo-
rithm for discriminating AD from control subjects across an
independent platform, animal model, and brain tissue and
demonstrated preliminary data for the algorithm in discrim-
inating AD from PD. More recently that group [5] created
the locked-down referent cohort for an AD blood screen in-
tended for primary care use and demonstrated excellent pos-
itive and negative predictive values when compared with
screening tests. In the long-term, it is likely that the most
viable and applicable COU for blood-based biomarkers
within the “diagnostic” realm is to serve as the first step in
a multistage diagnostic process where CSF and PETamyloid
and tau imaging will serve as the final diagnostics of the pres-
ence of AD pathology [5]. Given the cost of PET and CSF
methods relative to blood-based methods, the availability
of a blood-based tool in primary care settings that is used
to determine who does and does not undergo PET and CSF
examinations has a viable cost and patient acceptability stra-
tegies, which are also the strategies followed in the cancer
arena (i.e., PET scans are not first-line diagnostics [39]).
1.4. Blood biomarkers of amyloid pathology

Another COUwith high potential to aid in clinical trials is
the identification of blood-based biomarkers that can iden-
tify those individuals with high (or low) likelihood of being
amyloid positive [40–42]. Westwood et al. [40] recently
examined proteomic markers among longitudinal plasma
samples collected for more than a 12-year period among
nondemented individuals with [11C]PiB PET scans avail-
able. In this study, seven plasma proteins (including A2M,
apolipoprotein A1 (Apo-A1), and multiple complement pro-
teins) were significantly associated with amyloid burden. In
a small-scale pilot study, Kaneko et al. [42] examined 40 PiB
positive individuals (control subjects, MCI, and AD) along
with 22 PiB negative individuals (control subjects) and
found that plasma amyloid proteins (Ab40 and Ab42) and
Ab approximate peptides (AbAPs; APP669-71) were signif-
icantly correlated with amyloid PET positivity with a sensi-
tivity and specificity of 0.93 and 0.96, respectively. In a
larger analysis of 273 participants of the AIBL study, Burn-
ham et al. [43] identified a plasma-based nine-analyte signa-
ture that yielded a sensitivity and specificity of 0.80 and
0.82, respectively. Swaminathan et al. [44] conducted a pilot
study among 96 participants of the Alzheimer’s Disease
Neuroimaging Study (ADNI) study and found a significant
relationship between plasma amyloid and [11C]PiB uptake
among APOE 34 non-carriers. None of these studies reflect
the population that would be needed to support this COU.
Although still very early in discovery phases, this COU
has tremendous potential for influencing the design of clin-
ical trials targeting amyloid.

The vast majority of the blood-based biomarker work
described previously (across potential COUs) remains in
early stage discovery with only a few instances where mul-
tiple replication steps have been undertaken. If these discov-
ery findings are to become clinically meaningful, a great
deal of work must be completed. Besides the requisite
cross-validation and longitudinal understanding, there is
the significant need to fully comprehend the impact of other
factors (including preanalytical) on disorders and diseases
and associated interventions on the levels of these blood-
based biomarkers. For instance, “hallmark” AD biomarkers
have been shown to change in association with factors such
as depression, cardiac arrest, head injury, and hematologic
and cancer interventions [45,46]. In addition, the
stratification of populations by genetics (APOE 34
genotype) or concomitant/comorbid diseases must be
considered. These important considerations need to be
addressed before considering moving from initial
discovery toward the clinic. This process of going from
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discovery to clinic is best undertaken as a partnership
between academia and industry/biotech to most effectively
leverage the differing skill sets of those within each
organizational structure and to appropriately consider the
long-term plan and study designs. In the next section, we
provide an updated model for advancing biomarker discov-
ery through the stages of development toward clinical imple-
mentation.
2. Public-private partnership paradigm for advancing
biomarker discovery toward clinical use

Although both academia and industry (industry is used to
reflect pharmaceutical, biotechnology, diagnostic, and other
companies working in the space) have the common goal of
identifying biomarkers relevant to AD, there are drastically
different perspectives between academia and industry [47].
Furthermore, because of increasing cost structures, industry
has been putting less funds and effort into “front end”
research and discovery [48]. Although academia seeks the
novel and best solution to a problem or answer a question,
industry focuses on the intended use of a safe and effective
product with an identified market value [47]. Although there
are several notable exceptions in the drug discovery space
(particularly cancer) [48], academia and industry currently
largely work independently with regards to biomarker
research and discovery and continue to inherently follow
the traditional “handoff” approach such that academic dis-
coveries are “handed off” to industry for further develop-
ment toward the clinic. There is a large concern regarding
the lack of reproducibility of research findings across inde-
pendent laboratories, within laboratory settings, and partic-
ularly from academic laboratory settings to industry
settings [49–52]. Indeed, the “unspoken rule” among
venture capital firms is that 50% (higher if speaking with
Fig. 1. Current model of bio
industry personnel) of published studies will not replicate
in industrial laboratories [52]. Although this lack of valida-
tion from academia to industry is likely largely because of
fundamentally different approaches to the problem being ad-
dressed (see Fig. 1) rather than flawed research designs, this
“reproducibility crisis” remains a significant problem [53].
The National Institutes of Health (NIH) recently outlined a
plan to address this problem [50]; however, this is not an
issue that can be resolved by academics or industry alone
and an updated collaborative model is required.

The traditional handoff model of academic biomarker
discovery to industry validation is outlined in Fig. 1. The ac-
ademic model broadly falls into four stages: (1) a case-
control cohort is established to examine a wide-range of
possible “biomarkers,” (2) a biomarker or biomarkers are
statistically shown to be differentially related to disease sta-
tus (e.g., significant mean group differences, significant
fold-change scores), (3) the “biomarker(s)” are then corre-
lated with relevant clinical disease end points (e.g., memory
scores, disease severity, age of onset, rate/risk of progres-
sion, and amyloid positivity), and finally (4) the COU is pro-
posed (e.g., biomarker of disease presence, biomarker of
disease risk, and biomarker of disease subgroups). Few aca-
demic studies validate discovery findings across cohorts
[54], much less across technological platforms [38]. Those
that do attempt to cross-validate oftentimes fail [55]. To
date, one can convincingly argue that no prior work has
explicitly validated a blood-based biomarker within a spe-
cific COU, which may require a prospective clinical trial
[5]. In fact, when reviewing the literature outlined previ-
ously, few studies were validations of previously identified
biomarkers. Most were discovery studies following the
initial steps (1–3) outlined previously. This approach starkly
contrasts the product-driven model of industry that begins
with defining the COU and validating the fit-for-purpose
marker development.
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of this COU with a constant eye toward regulatory pathways
and market strategy. Although several novel public-private
models have been developed for the advancement of drug
development [48], less attention has been focused specif-
ically on the biomarker discovery to clinical use pathway.
Here, we provide a novel integrated partnership model for
advancing AD biomarkers from discovery to clinic.
Although much of the examples and discussion focus on
blood-based biomarkers, this model is applicable to
biomarker development more broadly.
2.1. Biomarker development concepts of relevance and
available resources

There are several relevant resources that can assist in the
process of establishing a biomarker discovery program that
has the goal of translating these discoveries to clinic.

2.1.1. Biomarkers, endpoints, and other tools resource
“Effective, unambiguous communication is essential for

efficient translation of promising scientific discoveries into
approved medical products” [56]. If there is to be a bridge
to not only foster, but to also expedite the process of
advancing discovery findings toward clinical implementa-
tion, there must be a common nomenclature and working
definitions for key terms. To that end, the Food and Drug
Administration (FDA)/NIH Biomarker Working Group
(FDA-NIH Biomarker Working Group) released the BEST
(Biomarkers, EndpointS, and other Tools) resource to pro-
vide such a common working vernacular. The BEST
resource provides definitions for a broad range of relevant
terms and concepts, including analytical validation, candi-
date surrogate end point, clinical benefit, and the term
biomarker itself. A biomarker is defined as a “characteristic
that is measured as an indicator of normal biological pro-
cesses, pathogenic processes, or response to an exposure
or intervention, including therapeutic interventions. A
biomarker is not an assessment of how an individual feels,
functions, or survives.” The proposed categories of bio-
markers included susceptibility/risk biomarker, diagnostic
biomarker, monitoring biomarker, prognostic biomarker,
pharmacodynamic/response biomarker, and predictive
biomarker [56], whereas enrichment biomarkers (e.g.,
context used in clinical intervention trials) are not defined.
Another important definition with relevance for biomarker
development is the notion of COU, which is defined as “a
statement that fully and clearly describes the way the medi-
cal product development tool is to be used and the medical
product development-related purpose of the use” (discussed
in detail subsequently).

2.1.2. US FDA’s Biomarker Qualification Program
The FDA’s Biomarker Qualification Program was created

to work with the Center for Drug Evaluation and Research
and others to aid in the identification of biomarkers for use
in the drug development process. Through this program,
one can seek regulatory qualification of a biomarker with a
clearly defined COU in drug development (http://www.fda.
gov/Drugs/DevelopmentApprovalProcess/DrugDevelopme
ntToolsQualificationProgram/ucm284076.htm).

2.1.3. Institute of Medicine
The Institute of medicine (IOM) “Evolution of Transla-

tional Omics: Lessons Learned and the Path Forward” [57]
provides a model for considering the process for biomarker
(focused on “omics”) development process. This model is
broken down into two broad categories: “Discovery and
Test Validation Stage” and the “Evaluation for Clinical
Utility and Use Stage.” This model can be applied not
only to omics methods but also to other biomarker discov-
ery technologies. In the blood-based AD biomarker space,
the vast majority of work has remained within the “Discov-
ery Phase” without the additional work required for the
“Test Validation Phase,” which has traditionally been the
hand off to industry.

2.1.4. Fit-for-purpose biomarker validation
The fit-for-purpose biomarker validation [58] methods

were proposed to assist in the development and validation
of clinically useful biomarkers. These methods were devel-
oped on the basis that biomarkers would have the capacity to
identify the most promising drug candidates within the drug
development pipeline [58]. First, the intended use or COU is
determined, which guides the remaining steps. These guide-
lines place the steps within the equivalent steps for pharma-
cokinetic assay, biomarker assay for drug development, and
biomarker assay for diagnostic development. Once the COU
is defined, these methods can be placed within the IOM
model using the BEST terminology (see new model pro-
posed subsequently). In the AD blood-based biomarker
space, the recently published preanalytic guidelines can
assist with the design of the fit-for-purpose steps in
biomarker discovery and development [8]. If the ultimate
goal is to generate an LDT, clinical trial assay, or IVD, the
Clinical and Laboratory Standards Institute and Clinical
Laboratory Improvement Amendments (CLIA) guidelines
must also be reviewed and incorporated into the program
development from the beginning.

In addition to the resources outlined previously, there are
three important commonalities found across biomarker
development programs that have progressed from discovery
to clinical implementation and should be considered from
program inception [47]: (1) predefined vision of the
commercialization path, (2) straightforward and control-
lable manufacturing process, and (3) focus on applied
research [47].
2.2. Defining the COU

Although the definition of the COU is outlined previ-
ously, this point warrants additional consideration. The
COU sets the entire stage of science for any new putative

http://www.fda.gov/Drugs/DevelopmentApprovalProcess/DrugDevelopmentToolsQualificationProgram/ucm284076.htm
http://www.fda.gov/Drugs/DevelopmentApprovalProcess/DrugDevelopmentToolsQualificationProgram/ucm284076.htm
http://www.fda.gov/Drugs/DevelopmentApprovalProcess/DrugDevelopmentToolsQualificationProgram/ucm284076.htm
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biomarker and the importance of this step cannot be over-
stated as it is largely ignored in academic discovery science.
Although industry-lead work has less room for basic biology
discovery, this is one of the primary objectives of academic
work. However, there are many interesting, novel, and
potentially useful discoveries that have little chance of
reaching the clinic or impact patient care. Within the devel-
opment of the COU, conceptualization and inception phases
should include the following considerations: scalability,
manufacturability, compatibility with traditional large-
scale methods, intellectual property (IP), and regulatory
pathway [47]. When using a blood-based biomarker for de-
tecting AD in primary care clinics, each of these points will
be considered individually as follows.

(1) Scalability: if the COU for the blood-based
biomarker is defined as “a detection tool for primary
care clinics to determine which patients should or
should not be referred for additional cost-intensive
and invasive procedures,” how does scalability
become a consideration? First, there are currently
more than 40 million Americans aged 65 and older
and this segment of the population will grow dramat-
ically in the near future [59]. If a novel biomarker is
to fit the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Ser-
vices–regulated annual wellness visit, which is a cur-
rent need based on the 2015 report of the
Gerontological Society of America [60], it must be
available to all primary care clinics. This translates
to a biomarker platform that can potentially be per-
formed on more than 10,000 patients daily. There-
fore, is this biomarker (or biomarker assay)
sufficiently scalable to be offered to everyone in
need? If the biomarker requires specialized equip-
ment, cumbersome preanalytic procedures, or even
a single reference laboratory, this biomarker will
not meet the scalability needs of primary care pro-
viders.

(2) Manufacturability: academic investigators excel in
creating new and novel procedures that surpass
currently available methods. However, it is important
to consider whether the product components can be
produced at a level that will meet the 10,000 patients
per day scale? If this is a new and novel platform,
how easy is it used and produced? If this is a new
biomarker (or set of biomarkers) that leverages exist-
ing platforms (e.g., enzyme-linked immunosorbent
assay [ELISA])? Can the antibodies and reagents
meet CLIA and good manufacturing practices and
be produced large-scale reliably? What is the long-
term availability of antibodies given, for instance,
the inherent difficulties with long-term availability
with polyclonal antibodies? If not, a potentially scal-
able biomarker without available manufacturing
components will have to meet that latter need before
being considered for movement toward clinic.
(3) Compatibility with traditional large-scale methods: a
blood-based biomarker serving the first step in the
AD assessment process for primary care providers
offers advantages to increasing appropriate access
to invasive and costly methods for confirmatory
diagnostics (and therapies); however, how does this
biomarker make it to primary care providers? There
is an existing large-scale (global) network of
companies specifically designed to collect and
analyze blood samples at a scale far beyond 10,000
patients per day. However, can this biomarker fit
into that infrastructure? Can this biomarker work
with the existing global network of companies
already providing primary care clinics with daily
blood work results? If not, this barrier must be
considered before the path to clinic can be realized.

(4) IP considerations: one phrase commonly heard in
public-private partnership meetings is “academics
discover things and industry brings things to pa-
tients.” A new and novel biomarker that meets all
the outlined needs mentioned previously that does
not have an adequately structured IP strategy has a
significantly reduced chance of reaching patients
because there will be no financial incentive to capture
an industry partner.

(5) Regulatory considerations: considerations regarding
regulatory issues early in the process also help
appropriately design the studies, without which
much of the data produced in the academic laboratory
will likely be rendered useless when the regulatory
path is realized.

Together, these points provide a contextual pathway to
advance academic discovery toward clinical utilization. As
can be seen in Fig. 1, the standard inherent approach in ac-
ademic research does not consider these points, which ex-
plains a tremendous amount of the failure to replicate
academic findings in industry settings. In fact, the “repro-
ducibility crisis” likely has little to do with the soundness
of the academic research, but more to do with the context
within which the work was conducted. Rather than the tradi-
tional handoff model of scientific discovery findings to in-
dustry laboratories, a partnership that leverages the
strengths of academic centers, pharmaceutical, diagnostic,
and biotechnology partners at the outset can greatly expedite
moving new and better tools into the clinic in a manageable
timeframe. Fig. 2 proposes a new collaborative public-
private partnership model that begins at the conceptualiza-
tion of the biomarker itself. Although industry’s primary
expertise is not basic discovery, academic research aiming
at discovery that is, from the outset, put into one of the afore-
mentioned frameworks toward clinical implementation, will
have a far greater chance of success. In addition, this model
allows for the “fail fast, fail forward” industry mindset. That
is, one can identify flaws early in the process, learn from
those issues, and continue moving forward either with this
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asset or a new one. The newmodel combines the strengths of
both academia and industry partners from the very outset and
incorporates the IOM framework. From Fig. 2, one can see
the gradual shift in leadership from full academic lead on
the left to full industry lead on the right. The handoff, as
traditionally conceptualized, would best be considered at
the shift from Level 2 to Level 3 work. The four levels of
the research are as follows.
2.3. Stage 1: Define COU, academic lead

Defining the COU sets the stage for the entire program of
research. Without a clearly defined COU, the research risks
being unfocused without a clear path toward patient care.
Clearly define the optimum and minimum performance
criteria (e.g., sensitivity, specificity, and positive and nega-
tive predictive values) and standards within the specific
COU should be established. Bidirectional discussions from
the outset between all partners is essential to fully describe
and characterize the COU to ensure that the team is on the
same page and remains focused toward a common goal. In
addition, early stage discussions should clearly articulate
the considerations for the funding pathway based on existing
models (e.g., industry/state funded centers, sponsored
research, and corporate mini-laboratories [48]).

2.3.1. Academic roles
Innovation here is crucial. Academic partners are respon-

sible for identifying and discovering new biomarkers that
may have potential for marketability. The current model
incorporating industry and other partners from the
outset allows for (1) rapid communication and consideration
of novel ideas and findings through a lens of their market-
ability, which also leads to (2) discussions of new and novel
COUs for the biomarkers, (3) potential generation of
improved methods and technologies that offer significant
advantages over available biomarkers with similar COUs
(keeping in mind that it is exceedingly difficult to “beat
good enough” in the marketplace), and (4) identification
of the infrastructure on which to build the collaborative
program of research.

2.3.2. Industry roles
The industry roles are to evaluate the COU within the

competitive landscape, market value, and opportunity, and
focus on relevant end points and understanding of the
regulatory pathway for assay and clinical validation as
well as the potential for approval.

2.3.3. Go-no-go
Failure to identify a novel and useful COU that has a

readily identifiable market potential.
2.4. Discovery and test validation phase—academic lead
2.4.1. Stage 2: Discovery studies

2.4.1.1. Academic roles
In the second stage, the academic group continues to

lead the program with the primary contributions
including the design of the study protocol, recruitment of
the case-control study population, generation of the
methods/technology for biomarker discovery, and capture
and analysis of biomarker data relative to the “gold stan-
dard” or clinical outcome(s). Detailed documentation of
methods used across all aspects is critical, from sample
collection and processing to assay technological aspects
and analytic/postprocessing. These methods will require
deep-level qualification and lock down at later stages. If ac-
ademic investigators use discovery platforms within the dis-
covery science phase, this complicates the methodological
standardization needs further down. Therefore, any bio-
markers identified or discovered using a discovery-based
assay technology should immediately be cross-validated
on an established technology or the discovery technology
must be fully validated before additional studies.
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2.4.1.2. Industry roles
The industry roles are the independent analysis of the data,

generate the strategy for regulatory approval, consider the
market entry point and strategy to market, consider payer is-
sues (e.g., considerations for reimbursement strategy),
consider scalability of the discovered biomarker technology,
and discuss IP strategy and technology startup needs (e.g.,
new company [NewCo], fold into existing biotech). In addi-
tion, industry scientists must work with academic scientists
to examine the performance parameters of the assay technol-
ogy. If discovery-based technologies were used, academic
and industry/biotech scientists must outline the plan to either
(1) validate findings on an independent technological platform
with known assay validity (including bridging studies) or (2)
outline the process for validation of the discovery platform.

2.4.1.3. Go-no-go
Failure to identify a priori hypothesized or discovery-

based biomarker for the intended COU results in no-go
and flow back to the initial discovery samples/cohort for
additional discovery work. Identification of a biomarker
that has no scalability results in no-go. Inability to identify
a validated assay technology or ability to validate
discovery-based technology results in no-go. Success in
discovery and potential scalability moves to Stage 3.
2.4.2. Stage 3: Confirmation of biomarker(s) and lock down
of methods

2.4.2.1. Academic roles
The academic roles are to recruit an independent valida-

tion case-control study population, replace methods/technol-
ogy from biomarker discovery, and capture and analyze
biomarker data relative to the “gold standard” or clinical out-
come(s).

2.4.2.2. Industry roles
The industry roles are independent analysis of data,

review of potential production capacity in fine-tuned scal-
ability analysis, review the methods and determine the
ability to transfer technology to existing platforms/infra-
structure to meet scalability and provider needs (e.g.,
assimilation of new radiotracer into PET scan capacity of
existing cancers, transition of a proteomic marker to
FDA-approved existing platforms vs. seeking approval of
new technologies), determination of LDT versus IVD strat-
egy, and initial discussion with regulatory bodies. At this
stage, it is critical to review and finalize the methods for
generation of standard operating procedures, generation
of critical raw material (e.g., monoclonal antibodies)
needed for long-term supply of assay and confirmation of
results, characterization of the markers of interest
(including isoforms and/or secondary modifications).

2.4.2.3. Go-no-go
Failure to replicate results is no-go and shift back to Stage

1 or 2 (fail fast, fail forward). Validation in independent
sample serves as an initial proof-of-principle for industry
transition.

2.4.3. Stage 4: Finalize COU, validation, regulatory
Here the lead shifts to industry partners with extensive

input from academic scientists.

2.4.3.1. Industry roles
The industry roles are to finalize COU statement in regula-

tory aligned format that is clearly articulated (in terms that fit
with regulatory needs), validate proof-of-principle findings in
Stage 3 on a blinded set or initial small-scale (possibly pro-
spective) study using standardized locked down methods. If
the technology requires transition to a different platform (to
meet production and scalability needs), additional bridging
studyworkwill be required to refine the locked-downmethods
and compare findings on the new platform or technology to
that from the discovery platformusing the initial study banked
samples and new study. Finally, regulatory consultation (e.g.,
FDA, European Medicines Agency [EMA]) to obtain guid-
ance for the needs and requirements tomove into regulated tri-
als and approval procedures are mandatory (e.g. LDT vs. IVD
regulatory considerations, a companion diagnostic biomarker
for a drug is approvedwith the drugwhereas a newdevicemay
require a 510k exemption or clearance through a premarket
approval mechanism).

2.4.3.2. Academic roles
The academic roles are to recruit new clinical subjects for

industry study per locked-down methods, possibly conduct
the biomarker studies (e.g., if biomarker is assay-based and
academic laboratory has, as will be required within the regu-
latory framework, CLIA laboratory or 510k approved plat-
forms in-house), work with industry partners to transfer
technological methods to widely available and regulatory-
approved platforms and partner on appropriate bridge studies,
work with the industry partner to the refine locked-down
methods and referent cohort, if applicable. The academic
role in Stage 4 is of key importance as this public-private part-
nership model avoids the handoff and allows for the scientists
that discovered the technology to explicitly partner with the
industry scientists for transfer of the methods. It is possible,
and likely, that additional workwill be needed to successfully
transfer the methods. This stage is likely the most critical
juncture to avoid failure of the technology in clinical trials.

2.4.3.3. Go-no-go
Failure to replicate within internal industry partner hands

results in no-go and a re-evaluation of the locked-down
methods and data from Stages 2 to 3. Validation with blinded
data or cohorts within industry laboratory setting and
standard results in movement to Stage 5.

2.4.4. Stage 5: Validation study in intended use population

2.4.4.1. Industry roles
The industry roles are to obtain specific input from the reg-

ulatory agencies (FDA, Pharmaceuticals and Medical
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Devices Agency [PMDA], EMA, or others if applicable)
regarding the procedures required for regulatory approval
(e.g., within FDA 510k exempt, clinical trial, LDT vs.
IVD) and conduct a study to explicitly test the COU (e.g., pri-
mary care patients are screened if the COU is primary care).
A prospective study may be required depending on the avail-
ability of an existing cohort matching the specific COU.

2.4.4.2. Academic role
The academic role is participation in study design and in

subject recruitment.

2.4.4.3. Go-no-go
Success in prospective study.

2.4.5. Stage 6: Registration trials

2.4.5.1. Industry roles
The industry roles are to design and carry out regulated

trials (including partnerships with CROs, contracting with,
e.g., CLIA-approved laboratories, and so forth) and work
with regulators for appropriate regulatory classification of
approval.

2.4.5.2. Academic roles
The academic roles are participation in study design and

site participation in subject recruitment.

2.4.5.3. Go-no-go
Determined by meeting or not meeting clinical trial end

points.

2.4.6. Stage 7: Clinical use

2.4.6.1. Industry roles
The industry roles are market deployment, Phase 4 eval-

uations, provide access to buyers, and marketing strategies.

2.4.6.2. Academic roles
The academic roles are provision of early adopters and

engagement in Phase 4 studies.

3. Placing blood-based biomarkers into a broader
context

It is important to keep in mind where blood-based bio-
markers potentially fit within the bigger picture for specific
COUs. With regards to AD diagnostics, most work in the
AD space has focused on CSF and imaging biomarker mo-
dalities, which will likely be the confirmatory diagnostic
procedures. However, first-line biomarkers are needed to
fit the needs of the rapidly growing aging segment of the
population. As was the case with breast cancer screening
30-years ago, primary care screening tools are needed for
AD, although significant issues related to fear, stigma,
and misinformation remain [61]. In addition, when consid-
ering the historical context of the emergence of diagnostic
imaging technologies for breast cancer along with the
regulatory and reimbursement approval patterns of those
technologies [39], the availability of cost- and resource-
effective strategies for staging the allocation of diagnostic
resources in AD that fit within the existing medical infra-
structure will increase the likelihood of regulatory approval
for additional imaging modalities and result in more rapid
speed to market. It is important to be clear that, at this
point, blood-based biomarkers are not viewed as diagnostic
but rather as the potential first line in a multistaged diag-
nostic process, because they are potentially more cost-
and time-effective than other biomarker technologies and
may yield excellent accuracy when compared with primary
care screening tools with similar COU [5]. Therefore, once
available in primary care settings successful blood-based
biomarkers should enhance appropriate access to confirma-
tory diagnostic testing (e.g., CSF, PET). When considering
therapeutics, blood-based biomarkers can serve important
roles in increasing access to disease modifying and other
regulatory-approved AD therapeutics. When put within
the COU of an AD multistage neurodiagnostic process,
Fig. 3 provides a landscape for immediate biomarker op-
portunities. Clear regulatory pathways and fit-for-purpose
biomarker validation studies could be immediately gener-
ated with these goals. Blood-based biomarkers have clear
advantages over PET technologies for front-line testing,
but PET and CSF biomarkers can provide final confirma-
tory (and differential) diagnosis. There is a nonoverlapping,
complementary COU landscape that fits within the current
medical infrastructure where each technology can be scal-
able to meet the needs of the population; however, neither
biomarker is capable of fitting the COU of the other.

Blood-based biomarkers also offer significant advance-
ments to the clinical trial structure, for patient selection and
potentially monitoring treatment response. For selection
into trials, blood-based biomarkers can be used as part of
the initial screening process to (1) increase access to clinical
trials beyond specialty clinic settings, while simultaneously
(2) reducing the cost and resource burden in the screening
process. PET and CSF biomarkers can then serve as the dif-
ferential diagnostic step. Overall, this two-step process
would significantly reduce time to randomization and reduce
overall resources needed for trial startup. With regards to
monitoring treatment response, the traditional outcome in
AD clinical trials is change in cognitive test scores (i.e.,
decreased decline within a period of time, typically 12–
24 months). Given the slow nature of cognitive change, this
outcome by default requires lengthy trial designs thereby
increasing cost, reducing patent life, and providing an overall
unfavorable cost landscape. Therefore, there has been a sig-
nificant interest in predictive and response biomarkers.
Blood-based biomarkers may have utility to provide a cost-
effective means for the identification of predictive bio-
markers that identify specific subsets of patients most likely
to respond to a given therapy [2,62], which is a key focus of
blood-based (genetic, proteomic, and other) markers in the
precision medicine approach to cancer therapy (e.g.,
epidermal growth factor [EGFR] in predicting response to
non–small cell lung cancer, BRCA1/2 mutations in
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predicting response among womenwith ovarian cancer). It is
also possible that blood-based biomarkers have the potential
to exclude thosewho have increased risk of responding unfa-
vorably to specific therapies or interventions. CSF and imag-
ing biomarkers may have roles in the generation of predictive
biomarkers, which are being examined as secondary out-
comes in many ongoing trials. Response biomarkers have
tremendous potential to change the landscape of AD clinical
trials. Specifically, if a change in a biomarker is an early sign
of treatment response (i.e., likelihood of stabilized or
improved cognition or lack of worsening in cognition in
that specific individual) such a marker could conceivably
be introduced as a surrogate biomarker for the primary
outcome rather than change in cognition after appropriate
validation work and ongoing discussions with regulators.
Recent work suggests that early change in plasma S100b
and neuron-specific enolase may predict 6-month clinical
outcomes in stroke patients [63], and this area has been stud-
ied extensively in cancer [64–66]. The ideal situation would
be the identification of such a response biomarker that
changes within 6 months (given a specific profile of study
subjects included in the cohort at the beginning), thereby
significantly decreasing the time of the clinical trials. If
blood-based biomarkers can be used for the substratification
of specific patient populations most likely to respond to a
given therapy, change in that biomarker over time can be
evaluated as a potential response biomarker and such inves-
tigations are ongoing. Overall, the evidence and focus on
use of any biomarkers as outcomes in clinical trials targeting
AD has been weak, which is in part related to the regulatory
requirements for Phase 3 trials. However, if the COU of the
biomarkers are outlined from the inception of the drug devel-
opment program and built into all stages of development via
fit-for-purpose steps, this process can significantly improve
the trial process [67]. Given their use for other diseases, it
is likely that blood-based biomarkers can significantly
improve the clinical trial design and precision medicine
model for AD and other neurodegenerative diseases [68]
(Fig. 4).

4. Conclusions

Overall, there has been substantial progress in the area of
blood-based biomarkers in AD [3]. Recent discovery-based
work has identified potential biomarkers that predict future
risk of AD among cognitively normal older adults, risk of
progression fromMCI to AD, and that discriminate between
AD, MCI, and cognitively normal elders. Although these
advancements are significant, the lack of cross-validation
across academic laboratories, methodologies, cohorts, and
industry laboratories remains an ongoing limitation. Aca-
demic laboratories excel in basic scientific discovery and
this strength should be leveraged in the biomarker sciences,
as should the industry expertise of taking novel biomarkers
to clinic. In this article, we have outlined several important
concepts that must be taken into account early in the
biomarker discovery program and have provided several re-
sources of importance to discovery laboratories. Herein, we
have provided a detailed structure of how one can advance
from discovery science to clinical implementation via close
collaboration between academic and industry laboratories.
The public-private partnership arrangement has produced
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tremendous success in the cancer arena and that model can
be leveraged for advancement of biomarker work in AD.
Finally, although validation of a biomarker for clinical use
(e.g., LDT, approval, or clearance of a device) may be
seen as the final goal, discussions with clinicians to foster
adoption and understanding of the COU should be initiated
as early as possible to avoid delays in clinical utilization. The
clinical use, regulatory, and reimbursement landscapes
should not be viewed as stagnant but rather as fluid and
changing and should be regularly monitored. These topics
will be considered in future articles.
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RESEARCH IN CONTEXT

1. Systematic review: There has been a surge in
research aimed at the identification of blood-
based biomarkers that have utility in Alzheimer’s
disease (AD). The current piece surveys the resent
advances in the area as well as provides a novel
collaborative paradigm for moving from basic
discovery of novel biomarkers to clinical imple-
mentation.

2. Interpretation: There has been significant ad-
vancements in the area of blood-based biomarkers
of AD; however, much of this work remains in the
discovery phase. Few studies have been conduct-
ed to replicate or cross-validate findings within or
across laboratories.

3. Future directions: The novel paradigm provided
for public-private partnerships beginning in the
discovery phases will significantly increase the
likelihood of the advancement of biomarkers to-
wards clinical utilization. Additional work will
be needed to refine this model as new resources
become available.
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